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The review of MAHLZEITEN, a new German film which includes a conversion to Mor-
monism among its episodes, raises an issue which runs through a number of the reviews.
According to D. L. Ashliman, the reviewer, there are scenes of a cottage meeting with actual
Mormon missionaries giving the lesson, of a guided tour through a stake house, and of a
baptism. As Ashliman says, the Church leaders in Germany must have given their permis-
sion, and one can easily see why. In the story the young couple are converted, and when the
husband dies, the girl marries a Mormon and migrates to the United States. In prospect it
must have sounded like a good chance for some favorable publicity. But now the German
Saints look on the film with disfavor. It turns out that it is one of those starkly realistic
pieces, characteristic of the work of a number of young directors, showing all the dull
routine of life, including frank bathroom and bedroom scenes. Moreover, conversion to the
Church does not transform the young couple. The husband later commits suicide, and, in
Ashliman's judgment, there is no assurance at the end that life in America with her new
Mormon husband will really help the girl.

One can imagine the dismay the film must have caused the German Mormons. The
tone and import of the movie all so different from official Church films and books, con-
version given such trivial significance. No one who knows Mormon converts will doubt that
conversion might have operated in just such a way in someone's life. But the issue is, do
we wish to tell those kinds of stories or have them told? In essence it is the same question
raised by Samuel Taylor a few issues back. How purely positive should stories about Mor-
mons be?

Davis Bitton and Helen Hinckley in their reviews of some recent biography and fiction
argue along with Samuel Taylor that we must be more realistic. An idealized person is an
unbelievable one, and until we sense the conflicts and failures in a life we cannot appreciate
the triumphs. Apart from the literary impact of a book, undiluted praise for a man or the
absolutely assured victory for righteousness in a plot line make the good life appear all too
simple to have any connection with the actual lives we live. Instead of preparing us to meet
our difficulties, the positive thinkers only prepare us for disillusion when life does not work
out according to the script.

Quinn McKay, while hinting that a realistic appraisal of a Church leader like Presi-
dent McKay is desirable, also sees the usefulness of a laudatory account. Many Mormons
would agree. Life itself is realistic enough, I have heard one say. The tawdry, base, and
dull are all about us. The problem is to look up from the muck to see the golden crown
awaiting us. What we need is a vision of our best possibilities to draw us forward. Whether
the Church or an individual is idealized, we benefit from seeing how to transcend our limitations.

This issue is likely to remain with us for a long time. Discussion like that in the
reviews helps to clarify the question. Even more, we need further experimentation with
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